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A fiercely satirical and funny look at today's "culture
of spin."  The hero is Nick Naylor, chief spokesman

for Big Tobacco, who makes his living defending the
rights of smokers and cigarette makers in today's

neo-puritanical society. Confronted by health zealots
out to ban tobacco and an opportunistic senator who
wants to put poison labels on cigarette packs, Nick
goes on a PR offensive, spinning away the dangers

of cigarettes on TV talk shows and enlisting a
Hollywood super-agent to promote smoking in

movies.  Outrageous fun!   R   92min

 Movie Monday
6:30 Mon Oct 16, 

 BRAINDAMADJ'D - TAKE II is a brilliant, innovative docu-
mentary that's looking at scooping four Geminis on Oct 18.
Ten years ago, Montrealer Paul Nadler at 30 was a creative
maverick - snowboarding, rock-climbing and scuba diving,

and winning awards as a hip television director and
producer. A car accident in Egypt left him with severeTBI -

Traumatic Brain Injury. The film traces his excruciating
process of recovery, both physical and psychological.

As the film shows, Nadler sets goals that seem impossible,
but he's an irre pressible person. Never shying away from

attention, Nadler returns to school for his master's degree in
communications, and his career takes a surprise twist.

see  http://www.apartment11.tv/
I'm thrilled to present this film with a special MM exclusive

video interview with Paul that updates his remarkable story!
 52 + 22min  PG13 for language   

www.islandnet.com/mm

This wonderful feature, by B C filmmaker Julia
Kwan, is about a couple of young girls coming to
terms with colliding religions.  It deservedly won

Special Jury Prize at Sundance and Audience
Award in Vancouver International Film Fest

(where I saw it last September - the hardest thing
about MM for me is having to wait a whole year to

share a treat like this with my audience!)
"When her older sister Karena becomes

fascinated with Christianity, crucifixes pop up
next to the Buddha in the family’s house and

Eve, a precocious nine year-old with an
overactive imagination, must contend with a

Sunday school class where her wild
imagination is distinctly out of place. "
“Luminous!  Intelligent, delicate and
touching…" Roger Ebert     92min Pg

http://www.eveandthefirehorse.com/splash.html

6:30
Monday
Oct 9,
2006

6:30 Monday Oct 23

MOVIES PROJECTED ON THE BIG SCREEN
- FREE!!  “Donations much appreciated”

AT THE ERIC MARTIN PAVILION THEATRE,
SOUTH ENTRANCE EMP BUILDING,
 IN THE 1900 BLOCK OF FORT ST.

Movie Monday
http://www.islandnet.com/mm

Info?  595-FLIC   24hrs

Thanks to our sponsors who
include:

• YOU • Yo Video •
 • BCSS - Victoria Branch •

• The Canada Council For The
Arts • Eli Lilly • Janssen •
Ortho • Islandnet.com •

• Bert and Freda Saunders •
• Vancouver Island Health

Authority • 

Cars is the saga of Lightning McQueen, a
hot-shot animated stock-car voiced by
actor Owen Wilson. En route to a big

race, the cocky McQueen gets waylaid in
Radiator Springs, where he finds the true

meaning of friendship and family.  Paul
Newman plays "Doc Hudson", a retired four-

wheeled track hero. Truly wonderful
characterizations of our beloved mode of

transport and design.   125min  Pg

6:30 Monday Nov 13
 Movie Monday

THEIR
BROTHERS'
KEEPERS
 - orphaned by AIDS

"We recognize and experience our world
through rhythm. Everything vibrates -
everything speaks. It is, in essence, a

universe of sound."

Evelyn Glennie lives in this universe in a
way that almost no one else does.

Together with her, this film dives in to the
world of sound and rhythm - and into the

world of our origins.
Glennie is recognized world-wide as a

brilliant percussionist - she is also
profoundly deaf.

By filmmaker Thomas Reiedelsheimer -
RIVERS AND TIDES - a  portrait of sculptor

Andy Goldsworthy 98min PG  

6:30  Monday Nov 6   

GEORGI
AND THE

 BUTTERFLIES

6:30 Monday Oct 30 2006 

See Bulgaria on 15 cents a day!
*

Here's a documentary about a psych hospital in
Bulgaria and its extraordinarily resourceful

administrator who tries everything, from silk
worms, snails, and ostrich farming, to keep his

beleaguered institution afloat and its inhabitants
gainfully occupied. One article about the project
mentioned his per-patient allowance is pegged at
15 cents a day! (and we think our mental health

system has got it tough!)  I'm hoping we can send
some funds along to help out a 'sister' institution.

Bring some loonies!  The documentary has
actually helped their plight - I have an update. PG      

 7pm SATURDAY

Oct 21

Victoria premiere!

IRAQ FOR SALE:

The War

Profiteers 


